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Pla(:erv'ilIe. CA 95667

2012

Subject:

Dear Ms. Gifford,

Response to Bid Protest by JFC Construction ilnd
Protest of Non-responsive bid submitted by JFC Construction, Inc.

CW Fox is in receipt the Bid Protest dated April 24, 2012 from JFC Construction, Inc (JFC). In its protest
JFC argues that both CW Fox Construction, Inc (CW Fox) and RNR Construction, Inc (RNR) should be
disqualified because neither company listed a Crane Service on the subcontractor listing sheet turned in
with the bid documents.

CW Fox is cognizant of the requirements of Public Contract Code §4104 and related sections and finds
the reasoning of JFC flawed in several respects as follows:

1. Status ilS Subcontractor - Section 4104(a)(1) of the Public Contract Code requires liThe name
and the location of the place of business of each subcontractor...If (emphasis added) to be
included in the bid documents or proposal. Section 4113 further provides:

"AS used in thiS chapter, the word "subcontractor" shall mean a contractor, within the
meaning of the provisions of Chapter 9 (commencing with Section 7000) of Division 3 of
the Business and Professions Code, who contracts directly with the prime contractor."

Section 7026 of the Business and Professions code defines the term contractor. Section 7028(a)
Business and code further provides:
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2. In House capability - While the of JFC that CW Fox does not own a 300 ton crane is
correct, the that CW Fox therefore lacks the "in house capacity" to complete the
work is mistaken, Although we will not disclose the of our work plan here because it is
proprietary in nature suffice it to say that the reqUired work can be completed with a much
smaller crane or no crane at all.

3. Crane Rental Amount - Even though the vendor of rental eqUipment is not a subcontractor and
therefore not required by PCC §4104 to be listed at bid time; the fact that the work can be
accomplished with a much smaller crane may result in a rental price that does not exceed the
greater of one half of 1 percent or $10,000 that would otherwise trigger the listing requirement.
Even if JFC was correct in its claim that a rental crane would need to be listed, their claim that
the amount is over $10,000 is pure cOl1jectulre.

4, Appropriate Remedy - JFC Is incorrect in their Interpretation of listing law, their conjecture
about the ¥lin house capacity" CW Fox and their assumption of the amounts we intend to
spend on a rented crane. However, even if were correct in every aspect of their analysis
and the request that CW Fox and RNR be deemed non responsive is outside the
scope in section 4106 of Public Code which prclvidles:
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In SECTION '1 PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS AND CONDITIONS of the
GENERAL It states:

sentence the second in section 2-1.05, "Pl'ol',;tosal Forms" of
Standard SpE~cifica'tiOilS is amended to read:

('The proposal form is bound together with the Notice to Bidders, Special Provisions,
Agreement and attendant documents:' (emphasis in original)

A Proposal shall deemed "Non-Responsive" if the proposal is submitted without the entire
Contract Document package attached.

Neither JFC nor Rowcon submitted the entire Contract Document package as required and the
consequences are clearly laid out in the contract documents,

Therefore, if CW Fox and RNR are deemed non responsive based on the arguments made by JFC all the
bids must be thrown out and the project put out to bid again.

We believe the protest put forward by JFC lacks merit and argues for an inappropriate remedy to bid
irregularitv that in fact does not even exist. We respectfully request that the County deny the protest of
JFC and move forward with award of the project to eN Fox.

If we can be any assistance in ffiOIVil'1lg ft'1ru<l::.rn award
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